Electric field induced collective reorientation of nematic molecules placed between two flat parallel electrodes is of importance for both fundamental science and practical applications.
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Solitons are localized waves which propagate at a constant speed without changing their shape thanks to a balance of dispersive and nonlinear effects. Solitons preserve their identities after pairwise collisions, thus behaving as particles. Some media, such as nematic liquid crystals, offer especially rich opportunities for their studies. A uniaxial nematic is a medium with a long-range orientational order of molecules specified by a director n , with the properties ˆ nn , 2 1  n . The orientational order makes the nematic fluid anisotropic with a strong coupling between n and velocity and capable of a nonlinear response to external fields.
Exploration of director perturbations as solitons started about 50 years ago 4 , facilitated by the fact that the director is the optic axis thus its orientation can be characterized in details by optical microscopy. Early studies focused on one-dimensional (1D) solitons representing domain walls 4 , while the current research deals with 2D optical solitons-"nematicons" 5 . Nematicons are self-focused laser beams propagating in a nematic. They are stable against perturbations in the transverse direction but are not self-trapped along the direction of propagation. Multidimensional 3D particle-like solitons in nematics are deemed unstable with respect to shrinking, since a decrease in size, LL   by a factor 1   entails a decrease in the total elastic energy, FF   6 . Static 3D solitons can be stabilized in cholesterics, which are chiral nematics with helical twisting of the director [7] [8] [9] [10] . Their stability is topologically protected by the fixed pitch of the helicoid 7 . These solitons do not require motion for self-entrapment. In other media, the solitons are mostly 1D (such as surface waves in shallow channels) or 2D (optical solitons-beams 11 ); recently, trains of 3D optical solitons have been demonstrated 12 .
We present an experimental observation of 3D solitons with dual particle-wave character that propagate through a nematic powered by an alternating current (AC) electric field. They are topologically equivalent to a uniform state and have no static analogs. The solitons maintain their Discussion. The electrically driven dynamic particle-like soliton represents a propagating wave of director deformation that is self-trapped along all three spatial coordinates. The solitons preserve their shape during rapid motion over long distances and after collisions. Their interactions involve short-range attraction and repulsion. The ability to propel along the y -axis is caused by two factors: (a) up and down tilts of the director at the head of soliton with the frequency of the applied AC electric field and (b) broken fore-aft symmetry of the director structure in which the sign of the azimuthal angle  does not change when the polar angle  oscillates around zero.
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The electrically induced solitons represent a novel electrohydrodynamic effect in nematics.
The observation is distinct in two aspects. First, although the electroconvection patterns have been observed by many groups 2 , there were no reports of self-trapped dynamic soliton waves. The closest structures are "worms" 14 , representing elongated formations parallel to the initial director 0
(1,0,0)  n with a finite width but no well-defined length. Another localized structures are islands filled with stripe domains 15 . The islands grow upon the voltage increase till they fill the entire area with the stripe pattern; they do not move laterally. Both worms and islands occur in We used polarizing Nikon TE2000 inverted microscope equipped with two cameras:
Emergent HR20000 with resolution 5120 3840  pixels and the frame rate up to 1000 frames/s and MotionBLITZ EOSens mini1 (Mikrotron GmbH) with the frame rate up to 6000 frames/s. The coordinate y of the solitons in Fig.3c,d is defined as the location of the maximum light intensity transmitted through the soliton observed between the two polarizers and an optical compensator.
To verify that the maximum director distortions in the solitons are located in the middle of the cell, we used fluorescence confocal polarizing microscope (FCPM) based on Olympus Fluoview BX-50. 24 CCN-47 is doped with a small amount (0.1 wt%) of a fluorescent dye n,n'-bis(2,5-di-tert-butylphenyl)-3,4,9,10-perylenedicarboximide (BTBP), purchased from Molecular Probes, the molecules of which are elongated and align parallel to the director. FCPM uses a linearly polarized laser beam to probe the specimen under normal incidence. The fluorescent signal is maximum when the light polarizations is parallel to the transition dipole of BTBP 24 and minimum when the two are orthogonal. The scanning focused laser beam is linearly polarized along the y -axis. Generation of solitons produced an increase of the fluorescent signal from the middle of the cell which confirm director distortions in this region.
